It's hard to miss the Keizer signature in all of its racing wheel lines. These pieces are no different. For 15 years the Keizer name has been in the drag racing game. Offering our services not only to racers, but also other wheel vendors for private labeling. Contrary to what is claimed, We are one of few that have in house capabilities in performance wheel manufacturing. The Dutch Drag series is the real deal with rotary forged centers that include some intense finishing processes that are visually stunning.

Add that with the incredible strength and precision of our CNC spun 6061 T6 wheel parts, these outstanding racing wheels are among the lightest in the sport. Offering every offset, for every vehicle for every application, with or without bead lock we make happen here.

- CNC SPUN 6061 T6 RIM HALVES
- SUPERIOR LATERAL & RADIAL RUN OUT
- 6061-T6 FORGED ALUMINUM CENTERS
- GRADE 8 HARDWARE
- BILLET ALUMINUM BEADLOCKS
- NON, SINGLE AND DOUBLE BEADLOCKS
- NOT FOR STREET USE, THESE ARE TRUE RACING WHEELS!

BE WISER. BUY KEIZER.